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Abstract— Describing software runtime behaviour in terms of its invariant properties has gained increasing popularity and various tools and techniques to help in working with these invariants have been published. These typically take a specific view on the possible and supported properties. In many cases it is also useful to view these in a wider context to enable a deeper understanding of possible invariance and to provide more extensive support across different domains. This paper aims to identify different aspects of the runtime invariance based on a review of existing works, and to present these results in a taxonomy that positions the different aspects in relation to each other. The goal is to provide support for their use in practice and to help identify possible research directions. A systematic review has been performed to identify relevant works in the literature. From these, a set of relevant properties have been collected to form the taxonomy. The resulting taxonomy has been structured to describe the different properties of runtime invariance. One main axis gives an overview of usage domains. One describes process-related properties that are further classified to specification and evaluation related properties. A third main axis describes properties of runtime invariance itself and is further classified to properties of measurements, patterns and scope. It is concluded that the taxonomy provides a representation of different properties of runtime invariance used in current works. It can be used as a basis for modelling and reasoning about software runtime behaviour generally or as a basis for specialization in different domains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper extends on previous work presented in [1]. Runtime invariance as discussed in this paper describes software behaviour in terms of its invariant properties as observed through dynamic analysis. Dynamic analysis uses as its basis information captured as observations from a (finite) set of program executions, such as test executions [2]. In line with these definitions, runtime invariance is defined here similar to [3] as a set of properties that hold at a certain point or points in a program execution. As a distinction from some uses of the term “invariant properties”, in this paper runtime invariance includes not only separate program points but also invariants over the overall behaviour of the observed system. That is, runtime invariance in this context refers to properties that are true for every observed execution. Recently the use of such invariants has become an increasingly popular technique in supporting different software engineering tasks (e.g., [4,5,6]).

Examples of runtime invariance include data-flow constraints (e.g., x always greater than 0 [3]), control-flow constraints (e.g., request always followed by a reply [7]), or their combinations (e.g., x is always greater than 0 when request is followed by a reply [8]). Runtime invariance can be specified manually as a model of expected behaviour for further processing with automated tools (e.g., [7]) or built (mined) based on observed behaviour (e.g., [3]). A model based on observed behaviour can also be referred to as describing likely invariance as it is based on observations made from a set of program executions, which typically do not cover the entire program behaviour state-space [3].

The idea of documenting and using invariants to reason about program behaviour at run-time can be seen to be as old as programming itself ([9,10]). Using invariants expressed in first-order logic to capture formal constrains on program behaviour was introduced as early as 1960's [9] by the pioneering work of Floyd [11] and Hoare [12].

Runtime invariance can be used in a variety of software engineering tasks and domains, such as helping in program comprehension [3], behaviour enforcement [13], test generation and oracle automation [6], or debugging [14]. Thus, when explicitly defined, a set of runtime invariants forms a basis for building automated support for many domains of software engineering.

There exist a number of tools to support the use of runtime invariance in different tasks (e.g., [3,6,15]). Many of these tools use a specific set of invariants for a specific domain. When applying runtime invariance in different domains, it is useful to also consider them in a wider context. When a set of invariants needs to be provided, either as manually defined input for evaluation by an automated processing tool, or as output (templates) from an automated specification mining tool, being able to generally reason about this invariance is needed for their effective use.

This paper describes a taxonomy of runtime invariance in software behaviour, describing different properties of these invariants. This is based on review of existing works on research and use of such invariants. The study is structured to describe how the invariants are specified and used, what kind of invariant patterns over software behaviour they capture, in which scope of behaviour they apply, and what information about the system behaviour is needed to be able to express and evaluate them.

The goal is to provide a systematic definition of the different properties of runtime invariance in software behaviour based on existing work, to facilitate their use in practice and to help form a basis for identifying future research directions.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the overall approach taken to perform the survey and to create the taxonomy. Section III presents the taxonomy itself. Section IV provides two examples of applying the taxonomy. Finally, Section V provides discussion followed by the concluding remarks.

II. TAXONOMY BUILDING APPROACH

The taxonomy presented in this paper is based on performing a review of existing works in use and research on runtime invariance of runtime software behaviour. This review follows guidelines for performing systematic literature reviews (SLR) from [16]. SLR has been shown to be a robust and reliable research method in software engineering research [17]. In relation to the most common reasons for performing a SLR defined in [16], the intent here is to summarize existing works related to the use and research on the different properties of runtime invariance in software behaviour. Additionally, while not directly addressed by the resulting taxonomy, also two other most common reasons for a SLR defined in [16] can be observed as being supported by the provided taxonomy. Regarding these two, the taxonomy can be used as a framework to help position new research activities in the area, and to help identify gaps in current research.

A SLR can be defined in terms of the following features: a review protocol, a search strategy, selection criteria, and the definition of the information to be obtained from each included study [16]. Finally, data also needs to be synthesized to summarize the results [16]. The rest of this section discusses the approach taken in more detail relative to each of these features. The approach for the survey and taxonomy creation is also inspired by the taxonomy building approaches taken by Ducasse et al. [18] and Kagdi et al. [19], as well as the approaches for SLR taken by Cornelissen et al. [2] and Ali et al. [20].

A. Development of a Review Protocol

As noted before, the approach taken in this paper follows the guidelines for performing a SLR given in [16]. According to this, a review protocol should specify the methods that are used to perform the SLR. This includes defining the research questions, the search strategy, selection criteria, data extraction method, and synthesis approach [16]. Figure 1 illustrates the development process for the review protocol taken in the study presented in this paper. The first step is identifying the research questions that the survey is aiming to answer. The second step defines the search scope in terms of resources (journals, conferences, etc.) to be searched and the strategy for searching these resources. The selection criteria define what studies will be included in the SLR. A separate step of quality assessment is also possible at this point but in this paper this is embedded in the selection criteria as will be discussed in the following subsections. The data extraction strategy defines how the relevant information from each chosen study is extracted. Finally, the data needs to be synthesized to answer the research questions.

Piloting the different steps is also important in order to be able to identify any mistakes and problems in the procedures.

For the study presented in this paper, a preliminary study was conducted and published as a conference paper [1]. For this pilot study, comments were requested from experts in the field and also received from the conference peer-review (identified in the acknowledgements). The feedback from these instances was incorporated into different phases of the review protocol, which was then applied to produce the extended version of the study presented in this paper.

B. Research Questions

The research questions should support the goal of the study, which here has been stated as providing a systematic definition of the different properties of runtime invariance in software behaviour in order to facilitate their use in practice and to help in identifying future research directions. To support this goal, the following research questions are addressed:

RQ-1: What are the properties of the processes used in analyzing software behaviour in terms of its runtime invariance?

RQ-2: What are the properties used to describe runtime invariance in software behaviour?

The first question is related to how the invariants over software runtime behaviour are used, and the second one to how the invariants themselves are defined.

C. Search Strategy

For reasons similar to those presented in [2], the main approach for performing the search has been manually over the selected publication venues. These reasons include the lack of support in current software engineering libraries for the identification of relevant research and primary studies, and the lack of common keywords across different venues or any such standard in relation to runtime invariance.
The search venues are described in Table 1. The first eight of these are conferences and the last five are journals. The timeframe for the initial paper selection is from January 2001 until October 2010. This timeframe is chosen in order to provide a reasonable scope for the survey similar to those of [2] and [20]. It also scopes the start of the survey around the publication of one of the seminal papers on analysis of runtime invariance by Ernst et al. [3]. The selection of venues is based on the selection of well-known conferences and journals in the area of general software engineering and runtime analysis, similar to those in [2] and [20]. Additionally, it was scoped by the results of the pilot study ([1]), which started by examining the related publications collected over time on the Daikon tool website [21] (the tool originally described in [3]) and by performing keyword searches over digital library databases (e.g., IEEE Xplore, ACM Digital Library). The search venues in this paper are a composition from these different inputs, focusing on those that were found to be most relevant in the pilot study.

Similar to [2], in addition to the initial article selection from the venues listed in Table 1, interesting references from the chosen papers in the initial selection were also checked and relevant ones included in the survey. Where the authors’ expertise in the field allowed to identify additional relevant references (e.g., [22]), these were also included.

As the focus of the study is on runtime invariance from the dynamic analysis viewpoint, the selection of papers and venues is also focused on the domain of analysing software runtime behaviour via dynamic analysis. However, as this can be seen to share many relevant properties with domains such as formal specification in general, also relevant works in other domains as referenced from the main body of works have been included in the taxonomy. However, to provide a clear scope for the survey and to limit the scope of the study to a reasonable set, further exploration of the relations of the given taxonomy to other domains such as the formal methods community is left as a topic for future works.

D. Selection Criteria and Process

With regards to the research questions, two selection criteria for choosing the papers to be included were defined:

1. The selected papers directly discuss the use of invariants in relation to runtime software behaviour
2. The papers discuss modelling software behaviour in terms of properties that can be observed during runtime

When these models can be viewed in terms of invariance, they are considered relevant.

Table 2 lists the number of selected papers in relation to the selected venues. Due to the very large number of papers altogether (5817), it was not possible to read every paper fully. Instead, for each paper the title and abstract were first checked for relevance. If this provided no conclusion, the introduction and the conclusions were also reviewed for relevance. Finally, if needed, the full paper was read in order to define its suitability for inclusion. The total number of papers fully read is listed in the third column in Table 2 and is overall 348 papers.

The row titled “other” in Table 2 refers to papers that were included from venues other than the ones listed in Table 1. These come from the survey done in the pilot study, digital library searches and from the reference checking in this extended study. Unfortunately the total number of such papers was not recorded during the pilot study and thus only the number of selected papers is given for these venues. The “selected” numbers in Table 2 reflect the references linked to the different axes of the taxonomy described in section III.

As mentioned, the process of SLR can also include a separate step of quality assessment after the paper selection step. Related to this, an exclusion criterion was also used. A paper was included only if it was observed as contributing

Table 1. Venues for article selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>International Conference on Automated Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSMR</td>
<td>European Conference on Software Maintenance and Reengineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSE</td>
<td>European Software Engineering Conference / Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSE</td>
<td>International Conference on Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICST</td>
<td>International Conference on Software Maintenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSTA</td>
<td>International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCRE</td>
<td>Working Conference on Reverse Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST</td>
<td>Information and Software Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSME</td>
<td>Journal of Software Maintenance and Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSS</td>
<td>Journal of Systems and Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STVR</td>
<td>Software Testing, Verification and Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSEM</td>
<td>ACM Transactions of Software Engineering and Methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSE</td>
<td>IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Overview of study selection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Papers</th>
<th>Read</th>
<th>Selected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSMR</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSE</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICSE</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICST</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSTA</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCRE</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IST</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSME</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSS</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STVR</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOSEM</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSE</td>
<td>605</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5817</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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something new to the building of the taxonomy. For example, when a paper presents some further research on specific properties of invariance already discussed in a previous paper, only the earlier paper is included. This is an approach similar to that taken by Ducasse et al. [18], and does not mean that other papers would not be interesting. It simply scopes the study from the research question perspective.

Thus the taxonomy does not aim to include all possible papers dealing with runtime invariance but rather those in the selected venues that contribute to the definition of a taxonomy observed as best capable of answering the research questions.

E. Data Extraction and Synthesis

In building the taxonomy, an initial version of the main axes and their classes was defined based on the seminal work of Ernst et al. [3] on analyzing the runtime invariance of software behaviour. This was then refined based on review of other works and how these contributed to evolving the taxonomy and its different properties. This resulted in a more advanced and more fully structured version of the taxonomy. At this point the pilot study was submitted for conference peer-review. As noted before, based on the received feedback a more systematic survey was conducted in terms of a SLR, which was then used to update the taxonomy similar to the way the initial approach is described above.

In building the taxonomy, the Protégé ontology editor tool was used to capture and describe the different aspects and classes of the taxonomy. An adapted version of Binder’s “fishbone” diagram [23] is used in section III to describe the different aspects of the taxonomy, focusing on specific properties one at a time. For space reasons, the description of the different properties is kept at a general level and for specific (and possibly more formal) definitions the reader is referred to the original references given.

The descriptions of the fishbone show the high-level properties as **bold**, mid-level properties as *italics bold*, and specific properties in *italics*. As noted before, given references are not intended to be all-inclusive but to give a set of examples. However, for clarity and space no “e.g.” is repeated for all of the references.

III. TAXONOMY OF RUNTIME INVARIANCE

This section presents the actual taxonomy of runtime invariance in software behaviour created based on the performed literature review. It is split into four subsections. The first subsection defines the main axes of the taxonomy and shows the overall picture. The second subsection describes different usage domains for such invariants. The third subsection describes the properties of the invariants themselves. Finally, the fourth subsection describes process-related properties for how such invariants are specified and evaluated. As noted before, the intent is to provide coverage of the different elements while including references observed as adding new elements to the taxonomy. Thus the intent is not to provide full coverage of all possible references for the described properties.

A. Main Axes

The generic process flow of using invariants in analysing software runtime behaviour, along with related properties for each step, is presented in Figure 2. This flow can be described as starting with specification of the invariant information that describes the software runtime behaviour of interest. Analysing the runtime behaviour requires capturing a set of observed measurements as a basis for the analysis, termed here as measurement. Depending on how the specification is done (automated mining vs. manual specification), it can also be interlinked with the measurement phase. Finally, in the evaluation phase the specified model of expected runtime invariance is compared against the observed model of actual runtime invariance.

The specification step is influenced by a set of specification properties that describe how the invariant information is formed. The invariant information describes the expected invariance and is formed as output from this step. This is then used as input for the measurement and evaluation steps. All steps in this process are related to the usage domain of the process. This means that the different phases of the process are impacted by the intended usage domain. The step of evaluation itself is described in this paper in terms of evaluation properties, which describes the general domain-independent properties of evaluation.

![Figure 2. Flow of Elements.](image)

The main axes of the taxonomy are divided into one axis describing the usage domains of runtime invariance, two for describing the process-related properties and three axes related to properties of runtime invariance itself. The invariance related axes embedded in the “invariant information” block in Figure 2 are measurements, patterns and scope.

Effectively making use of and reasoning about a concept requires thoroughly understanding it. Subsection III.B starts by describing a set of common usage domains for runtime invariance from the surveyed works. The properties of invariant information described in section III.C further describe the different elements of the runtime invariance itself. Finally, the properties of process described in section III.D provide more detailed insights into working with these invariants, related to their specification and evaluation.

B. Usage Domains

In order to use invariants as a basis to describe and analyse software runtime behaviour it is important to understand the context in which they can be applied. This
includes both the targeted application domain (e.g., test automation or runtime adaptation) as well as the type of application (online or offline). The axis presented in this section aim to provide a basis for understanding what runtime invariance can be used for, how one might use them, and where one might be interested in their application. While this subsection synthesizes the surveyed related works, it should be noted that other application are also possible.

The usage properties refer to the context and type of application of the runtime invariance and are illustrated in Figure 3. This includes both the usage domains describing what the invariants are used for, and usage types describing if they are applied in an operational system or separately from it. Here the domains are split into five high-level usage domains, which can be observed from two viewpoints: online and offline use. These usage related properties can be observed to help answer questions such as “How is runtime invariance applied and where?”. 

```
Figure 3. Usage Domains for Runtime Invariance.
```

Considering the type of use, in offline use, the invariants are applied separately from the execution of the analysed program. In this case, the observations (collected at runtime) about the runtime behaviour can be analysed external to the operational system. In online use the application of the invariants is linked to the executing program. In this case, the invariants are analysed while the system is operational and possibly the results are fed back to the operational system in some form.

Considering the five usage domains behaviour enforcing techniques guide the online operation of the observed system. Static analysis is focused on automated analysis of given static artifacts and thus mainly operates offline. Besides these two, the other domains can make equal use of both online and offline approaches. In the following, each of these usage domains is described in more detail.

Static analysis is not considered in this paper deeply as the focus is on runtime invariance in terms of dynamic analysis. However, some different usage relations can be identified. The invariants can be used as input for static analysis to check if they hold generally or only in specific cases ([24,25]). When information about the program structure is available, the correctness and accuracy of runtime invariants can also be checked and improved with combination of static analysis techniques such as symbolic execution ([26]). Invariants observed as useful and true in terms of runtime behaviour and dynamic analysis can be turned into more generic checks for static analysis ([14]). Although some specifications of invariants can be more suitable for dynamic and others for static analysis ([27]), many properties of static analysis can also be applied in the context of dynamic analysis and the other way around ([7,28,29]). Finally, as runtime invariants are defined in terms of some formalism, static analysis techniques can also be applied to check a chosen set of interesting properties in their specification, including their correctness and completeness in general and with regards to the observed runtime behaviour ([30]).

Behaviour specification is a basic concept for any application of runtime invariance, as the expected invariants need to be specified before they can be applied. Use cases for invariance in runtime behaviour specification include defining application programming interface constraints (e.g., size() always >= 0 [25,31]), defining rules (constraints to be obeyed) for successful integration of a component with others ([32,33]), describing the valid (supported) input-space of a component ([32,34]), and defining error handling rules ([35,36]). A component can generally be anything from a method, a composition of classes, a service, or a complete software system.

Invariance also forms a basis for generic formal specification [7], which can be used to verify the actual behaviour against the specific expected behaviour [37]. This also includes constraints for executing a specific functionality [36]. The different properties related to specification of runtime invariance are described in more detail in section III.D.1). A core concept related to this is the requirement to be able to reason about the different properties of potential runtime invariance. A systematic definition for the properties of runtime invariance is needed in order to have a basis for reasoning about their composition and use. Such a definition is given by the taxonomy of invariant properties in section III.C. A specification can be produced either manually, or with the help of an automated specification mining tool.

Behaviour analysis of software runtime behaviour is a human-oriented process typically supported by automated tools. A set of runtime invariants is provided to the user as a basis for analyzing the system behaviour. This can be used for different types of tasks. In the software engineering domain, for example, failure cause location (debugging) can be supported by analyzing how the invariants change over time in an operational system and reporting any significant changes preceding an observed failure ([5,14,29]). This is possible as the runtime invariance of the program can be observed as changing over time. Similarly, debugging can be supported by comparing the invariants observed over both failing and non-failing program executions ([5,38]). Software evolution tasks can be supported by presenting any changes over given invariants when changes are made to a program to make the impacts of changes more explicit (3,29,39), such as changed interaction sequences and input-output transformation [39]. Another example in this domain is suggesting refactoring based on mined invariant specifications (e.g., to remove observed constant parameter).
[40], and by using given invariant specifications as contracts to define checks for properties that need to hold after refactoring [41]. Additionally, the invariants can support tasks such as program comprehension by providing a documentation that describes the software behaviour in terms of its important (invariant) behaviour ([3,4,32]). This can also take the form of asking queries to identify invariant sequences to find related sequences of behaviour ([42,43,44]).

When implementing automated software analysis features based on runtime invariance, different approaches for different domains can be taken. In security assurance observing a set of core invariants over specific variables, such as kernel data structures or session state variables, can be used to identify potential security attacks when the expected invariants are violated ([45,46,47]). In the same line, runtime invariance patterns over system interactions (such as library calls) can also be used to identify the origin of mutated code for purposes such as to protect against code theft [48] or to identify mutating malware [49]. Runtime monitoring in general can be implemented to check that the runtime behaviour conforms to the specified invariant specifications in all executions [50,51]. In case errors are observed, error correcting actions can be considered [51], which is a form of behaviour enforcing.

Behaviour enforcing mechanisms take as input the information from behaviour analysis and additionally take automated action to modify the behaviour based on differences in the actual observed runtime invariance vs the specified expected runtime invariance. Automatic adaptation mechanisms can use invariants to choose a new state for the software based on which specified invariants hold at different points in time [13]. Invariants can also be used to ensure that failure states specified in terms of invariants are avoided by modifying runtime behaviour that is observed to be outside the given set of invariants (the expected behaviour) to fit inside the expected invariants ([29,52,53,54,55]). For example, a specific case can be observed in disallowing saving of data or updating the state (of the user interface) when an invariant does not hold [56].

Test automation is basically a comparison of expected runtime behaviour to actual observed runtime behaviour. Defining a test case requires defining test inputs, expected outputs and their relations. Any automated test case basically requires defining the software runtime behaviour in terms of invariant for the automated test case to be able to produce any holding verdicts over the observed behaviour. Thus test automation is a fruitful application domain for runtime invariance.

A basic application is in defining the test oracle (the component that evaluates the test results) in terms of invariance. Such invariants typically define how a part of the system behavior is expected to work, in terms of properties such as determinism ([57,58]), data processing ([4,14,59]), message transitions ([6,60]), and their combinations ([22,61]). This is also related to the previously mentioned aspect of runtime monitoring for correctness in terms of using specified runtime invariance as a set of constantly running online test oracles ([29,35,50,62]). It is also related to the previously mentioned aspect of specifying how a component should work in relation to its use environment, in using runtime invariance specifications as a means to check how a new or updated component works in different environments ([31,39]).

In addition to test oracles, a test case requires producing valid input for the system under test. Here invariant models can be used to define valid data ranges, value relations and similar properties as a basis for a data model to be used to generate test data to cover these models ([61,63,64]). Another option is to generate test data to try to break previously defined invariants in order to further explore behaviour and to try to extend the model of invariance ([10,59,65,66]). Various approaches to generate test data from these models include search-based algorithms [64], random test generation [63], and generating test data to fulfill the different invariants defined [66].

The above mentioned uses of creating test coverage to cover or break invariants are in themselves also examples of using runtime invariance to reason about test coverage. A second aspect related to this is mutation analysis, which is used to change the SUT and to see how well a set of tests finds the mutations (with failing tests). Invariants can be used to also optimize SUT mutant coverage [10,67], but this can also be applied the other way around to evaluate the quality of the invariants themselves ([49,51]). In this case, the invariants are mutated and executions over these invariants are used to evaluate if the invariants are valid or if they catch useful changes in software behavior.

C. Properties of Invariance

This subsection describes the different aspects and properties related to describing runtime invariance itself. It starts with defining the properties of measurements for the actual runtime observations. Following this, it presents a set of different patterns of runtime invariance that are built from these observations. Finally, the different scopes of runtime invariance that allow for defining where these patterns of runtime invariance can be expected to hold are described.

1) Measurement Properties

As described in section III.A, any evaluation of runtime invariance requires first capturing the required information (observations) about the runtime behaviour. Similarly, as also noted in section III.A, this information can also be used as input in the specification phase. Thus, it can be said that any application of runtime invariance analysis requires also capturing a set of suitable information to describe this invariance. In this paper this information is referred to as measurements.

The basis for describing software behaviour in terms of its runtime invariance is the measurements used to observe this invariance. This in turn requires one to understand what kind of measurements can be made directly from the system, what kind of further measurements can be derived from these basic measurements, and how we may classify all these measurements. This information provides means to describe the system using the higher level invariant patterns presented in section III.C.2). It provides means to create more extensive patterns, and to evaluate the options available and
needed to capture the required information as well as to understand what is needed to instrument the system to acquire these measurements. The axis presented in this section aims to support these goals by providing an overview of what types of measurements are used in existing works.

The properties of these measurements are illustrated in Figure 4. These properties can be observed as helping to answer questions such as “What kind of basic measurements are used to observe runtime invariance?”; “What other measures can we derive from these basic measures?”; and “How can we characterize the different measurements?”.

From the control-flow perspective, base measures are messages passed between different elements of the control-flow. Perhaps the most basic measure related to this is the identifier of the message passed, but also the sender and receiver objects ([71,72]). Examples of measurement targets include method invocations between components (such as classes or services) ([8,39,71,72]) or invocations on graphical user interface (GUI) operators ([6,61]).

A specific case of control-flow is error handling flows identified by an error status. Error scenarios can be classified to generic errors and application specific errors ([6,59]). Generic errors can be related to properties shared by different applications such as database access errors and user-interface (e.g., HTML or DOM tree for a web-application [6]) error codes. When represented in a uniform way (e.g., by programming language exception mechanisms [59]), these can be generally observed in the system behaviour (e.g., by an automated tool supporting a given domain). For example, all Java exceptions can be taken to describe a message that denotes erroneous behaviour being observed [59]. Application specific errors need to be described separately for each application in terms of application specific invariants. For example, one may expect a given error response to a message outside a given set of valid input [22].

A derived measure is something that is not directly observed in the system behaviour, but the value of which is rather derived from one or more base measures. To produce derived measures for data-flow, the base measures for a system can be grouped based on invariant scopes [3]. For example, the values of variable x before and after a program point can be considered separately as variables x₁ and x₂, to describe a pattern saying x₁ > x₂. In this example, there are two derived measures x₁ and x₂, both of which are scoped data values. The different scopes are discussed in section III.C.3.

Runtime control-flows are typically described in terms events and states ([46,61,68,73,74]). These are viewed here as derived measures for control-flow. From this viewpoint, an event can be described as an identifiable, instantaneous action in the observed software behaviour, such as passing a specific message or committing a transaction [69]. Similarly, a state can be described as values of properties that hold over time, such as over interactions between components. This information can be, for example, held in message parameters or inside components internal state variables [46]. A related property is branching, which defines how several different paths of events and states can be taken in the software behaviour. This can be described in terms of invariance of state when observing which paths are taken and which ones are not ([5,75]). In this case, the taking of a branch constitutes an invariant.

Statistical properties describe additional information for other base- or derived-measures. Support and confidence are two values commonly used together ([3,15,28]). Support defines the number of times a measure is observed in behaviour ([15,36]). Confidence can be used with the same definition [3] but also as a definition for how often another measure is observed in relation to support, meaning how
often a precondition is followed by a post-condition ([15,28,76]).

**Probability** defines the threshold for a measure to be observed in a given scope, which can be used in different ways. A measure with low probability (support percentage) can be excluded from analysis to address anomalies ([3,13,15,69]). Different approaches are used for this depending on the target invariants, from low level thresholds (e.g., 1% or less [3]) to higher levels (e.g., 20% [15]). The probability can also refer to probabilities of a measurement value inside a range of allowed values [13,77]. Deviations from the expected values are typically given a probability which can then define the significance of the deviation ([13,14,46]). This threshold can be used for different purposes such as identifying probable failure causes [14], security attacks [46], possible state transitions [77], and to decide new states for automated adaptation [13].

**Equality** of objects can be defined in different ways. Besides expecting measures to be exactly equal, semantic equality can also be considered (e.g., two lists can be considered semantically equal while focusing on contained objects and ignoring their ordering [57]).

**Distance** defines the window inside which two events are observed and considered for evaluating a pattern of invariance. Thus it can be seen as related to the scope of invariance as described in section III.C.3). Events and correlations observed inside a shorter time-window are seen to represent more likely “true” invariance [58]. **Dominance** is a measure used to remove overlapping patterns where one includes the other as a sub-pattern ([78,79]).

**Significance** defines the importance of an invariant violation or of the measured variable. With regards to invariant violations, different approaches to significance can be taken where the latter observed violations are given higher priority as they are seen to be closer to a failure [14], or earlier violations as they are expected to have more impact on later behaviour [53]. When a variable is observed as having no correlation with other variables it can be considered as irrelevant for analysis purposes ([31,40]). The significance of observations and invariants can also be defined according to the number of observations ([13,58]).

2) **Patterns**

Having a set of measurements available in itself is not useful alone. They provide a basis for analysing the runtime invariance of the system but do not tell much about the invariance itself. A statistical derived measure can sometimes be useful in terms of considering basic runtime invariance in terms of single measurements at a single point of execution. However, more complex patterns describing relations between the measurements in different scopes (e.g., over time, described in more detail in section III.C.3)) are also needed. This includes considering their relation to the overall control-flow in terms of their occurrence in the given scope, their concurrent interleaving and sequential ordering. It also includes considering how the values interact in terms of data-flow and whether a specified invariance should be expected as normal or exceptional behavior of the system. Knowing these more advanced patterns enables describing and analysing the runtime invariance more effectively. The axis presented in this section aims to support these goals by providing an overview of what types of patterns are used in existing works.

Analysis of runtime invariance is basically about analysing patterns of invariance over the observed behaviour. The set of such patterns identified in this paper is shown in Figure 5. In relation to the different types of measurements described in section III.C.1), control-flow related patterns describe ordering of events or states in the observed system ([7,63]). Data-flow related patterns describe the data-flow of the observed software, such as what values a given variable takes during the software execution ([3,74]). These patterns can be observed as helping to answer questions such as “How are the different measurements grouped?”, “What are their relations to each other?”, and “What type of behaviour do they describe?”.

Together these can be combined to represent the overall behaviour of the software in terms of the control-flow combined with the data-flow. A basic way to describe these combinations is in terms of conditional dependence; a control-flow event can only be followed by one of many (branches) depending on a given condition ([8,27,73,76,79]). A natural way to express these conditions is then in terms of invariants related to the data-flow in the context of that control-flow. For example, event $P_1$ can be followed by event $P_2$ when $x<0$ or by $P_3$ when $x>=0$ ([8,22,78]).

Overall, these are referred to here as behavioral invariants, where the constraints for a given control-flow pattern are defined in terms of its data-flow invariants. These can be described in terms of models at different abstraction levels as discussed in section III.D.1).
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Each pattern can further be related to describing different type of behaviour, which can be generally classified as exceptional (error) or normal (correct) behaviour of the observed system ([6,25]). Errors can be classified as either persistent, in being possible to identify them at different points, or as transient, in which case they are not observable after some set of events [80]. Exceptional states can also refer to more than just error situations, such as behavior deviation and need for adaptation [13]. A basic approach to
detection of exceptional states is to look for deviations of a model describing the “correct” behavior, and to act on the observed exceptions with a predefined strategy ([6,13,61]).

Patterns related to runtime invariance of control flow can be defined as describing the sequential dependencies between a programs events and states ([7,76]). In the following discussion the term “event” is used to refer to both events and states. Here, the control-flow patterns are classified into three main categories related to concurrency, occurrence and ordering.

Concurrency in runtime analysis can be categorized as an event stream produced from several sources at a time [76]. Determinism defines that a set of operations always produces the same result, even if performed with different parallel schedules, as long as the start state is the same [57]. Bounded refers to allowing at most N threads to execute at one time in a single block [81]. This can also be referred to in terms or overlapping or sequential blocks [69]. Exclusion is a pattern only allowing one thread (from a set of threads) in a single block (or a set of blocks) [81], and can also be referred to as mutual exclusion ([61,69]). Resource is a pattern where a thread can execute only if enough resources from a resource pool shared by a group of threads are available [81]. A barrier pattern relates to two or more threads having to wait at the edge of a synchronization block to exit at the same time [81]. Relay is similar to barrier but allows exit of thread T1 from region after thread T2 enters r1 [81]. Both relay and barrier can also be generalized to groups of threads (or event sources) arriving and leaving [81]. When these constraints of invariance are not met, problems can occur. For example, if two or more events affect the same state asynchronously, they typically will corrupt the overall application state if executed concurrently [82].

Occurrence related patterns describe properties related to observing an event or a state [7]. The grouped pattern describes two or more events always appearing together regardless of their ordering ([58,76,83]). For example, the methods setHost() and setPort() can be called to set up properties for a connection in any order but must always appear together [58]. The grouping can be seen in relation to context, coupling an event to its context in allowing only certain events in a certain context (state) [83]. Absence defines an expectation that the measure does not exist in the defined scope [7]. Existence denotes that the measure exists in a scope [7], and can be extended as bounded existence defining that the measure exists N time in a scope, where N denotes either exact, minimum or maximum number ([7,78]). Universal defines an expectation that the measure applies to the whole scope ([7,29,84]). Periodicity describes a measure repeating over a given cycle (scope) ([76,85]). The alternative pattern defines a set of events out of which one should be observed in a given scope ([86,87]).

Ordering describes the patterns of order between the different events ([7,88]). Precedence describes a specific event always occurring before another specific event [7], also referred to as a precondition ([27,29]). Any number of events can also be observed between the two events ([15,58,63]), and it is possible to define the number of allowed events in between [58,84]. A specific case of this is chain precedence, which specifies that a sequence of events \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3, \ldots \) is always preceded by another sequence of events \( P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots \) [7]. This can also be related to an event enabling or disabling another on in the future [89].

The opposite of precedence is response which defines that event \( P \) is always followed by event \( Q \) ([27,29]). Similar to precedence, also here any number of events can be observed between the two events ([15,58,63]), and it is possible to define the number of allowed events in between ([58,84]). The scope for response can be defined in different terms such as inside a given time duration [85]. This is again a specific case of chain response, which defines that a sequence of events \( P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots \) is always followed by another sequence of events \( Q_1, Q_2, Q_3, \ldots \) [7]. This can also be related to relation of objects to events, such as a created object always being passed as a parameter or an object that is related to event \( A \) also being related to event \( B \) [90].

Related to the precedence and response patterns, and also to the grouped occurrence pattern, two or more events can also be grouped together as an alternating sequence such as ABABAB ([76,78]). Further, it is also possible to define other more specialized cases such as events in the alternating sequence repeating multiple times, \( AB^*C \), where \( B \) is repeated 1-N times between \( A \) and \( C \) [78], or a cutoff in the end of the sequence (ABABA) [15].

Inclusion can be used to define an event always appearing inside another, where the dominating event must then be defined in terms of a larger scope ([63,85,88]). For example, an event \( A \) can hold while a specific state \( B \) holds [88], or when one is observed, another must also hold for a given scope [85]. Exclusion is the opposite of inclusion and defines that when a dominating event holds, a specific other event cannot hold. For example, when state \( B \) holds, event \( A \) is now allowed ([61,83]). Related to this and also the alternation pattern, it is also possible to define that when event \( A \) holds, event \( B \) does not, but when \( A \) no longer holds, \( B \) must hold [88]. Some basic examples are disallowing communication with a thread that is not started [91], or a model dialog disallowing communication with other dialogs (states) [61].

Patterns related to runtime invariance of data flow describe properties and relations over variable values during program execution ([3,74]). The assigns pattern defines that in a defined scope, values of specific variables are assigned to (modified) ([3,25]). This can also be described in terms of values that are not modified [3]. Value change is an evolutionary pattern that describes how a value changes over time in a given context ([14,27,92]). This pattern defines the expected scale of change for a variable in a given scope. For example, the expectation can be that change in value is always small (within a given threshold such as change<5) ([14,92]). Examples of specific case are a variable that is never set (null value) ([3,27]), and a value that is generally constant in the given scope [27].

A value range describes a variable always having a value inside a defined range in a given scope (e.g.,
Examples include value always being constant, one of a set of possible values (e.g., one of \(1, 2, 4\)) and a value between given boundaries (e.g., \(1 < x < 4\)) ([3,14,86]). Common constants such as zero or one can also be considered a specific case in itself ([3,14]). Optimizing for performance a subset can also be selected such as looking for positive \((x > 0)\) or negative values \((x < 0)\) [14]. Another example is that the contents of a character string are expected to be a human readable character ([27,64,93]). This can be further extended with a probability distribution describing how often each character is expected to be observed [46]. For user interfaces, it is also possible to define a possible set of UI widgets and their values ([56,61]).

A value relation pattern describes how one variable is related to another ([3,31]). These can be basic mathematical operations (e.g., \(x < y\) or \(x = y + 1\)), or their combinations [3]. Relations can also be described in terms of the relation of one variable to several others, such as the relation of program output to its inputs [31], or as a variable always belonging to a larger set (member of another array variable) [3,27]. In the case of larger sets of values (e.g., arrays), the same relations can be described internally between the elements of the set [3]. Additionally, a set of specific relations can be considered such as one set (array) reversing another or matching a subset of a bigger set [3]. Additionally, a single value (e.g., a given variable or a constant) can be described to always be included in a given set [3]. The evolution of different variables can also be linked so that when the value of one changes, the other must change also [94].

3) Scope of Invariance

While the patterns described in section III.C.2) describe the basic important properties of runtime invariance, simply defining these patterns without defining when they are expected or observed to hold is not sufficient. To effectively describe the runtime invariance of a system, it is also important to be able to define when this invariance is expected to hold. This scope can be defined in terms of events or time specifying the constraints for when the pattern should hold. The axis presented in this section aims to support these goals by providing an overview of what types of scopes for different patterns are used in existing works.
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The scope of an invariant defines when and where a specific pattern of runtime invariance is expected to hold. This scope element of the taxonomy is shown in Figure 6. This part of the taxonomy can be observed to help answer questions such as “Where and when do the patterns of runtime invariance apply?” and “What defines these scopes of runtime invariance?”.

In the following descriptions, the term event is used to refer to both control-flow events and states and data-flow measures. The scope is split into two main categories of time-based scope and event-based scope, which are discussed next.

An event-based scope defines the scope in terms of relations between events and observations. An invariant may define that it should hold after a given event [7]. Specific cases of this are defining the tail of an event set, where on N last events are considered [3], or when an event is never expected to occur after a given observation [88]. For example, using the tail scope, the relations between the last 2 observations can define how a value in a set increments [3]. More specifically than after an event generally, another event may be defined as the end condition in which case the invariant should hold after the observed start event until the observed end event (termed as the after-untill scope) [7]. This can also be defined as the state holding true until a specific event is observed or forever if the end condition is never met [84]. A similar scope is between, which defines two events in between which the invariant pattern should hold [7]. However, the difference is that this holds only once both the start and end events have been observed, and after-untill holds from the first observation of the start event [7]. Specific examples of these are the start and end of a method invocation on a component ([3,46]).

As opposed to the after scope, an invariant pattern can also be defined to hold only before a given event is observed [7]. Similar to the tail for the after scope, here the first N observations of a set can be considered with the term of head [3]. A global invariant pattern should hold for all observed behaviour during the program execution [7]. The scope can also be defined in combination with a specific slice of the program behaviour, such as a thread ([28,68]) or a specific web application session [46]. In this case the scope becomes a combination of the context slice and one of the other scope definitions discussed above.

A time-based scope defines the scope in terms of relation of the observations to the passage of time. Different aspects of the duration of time can be used to define the scope in terms of time. The basic form can be defining the start time and length [63], or defining an event as instant without specific timing constraints [69]. The duration can also be specified as an interval with a minimum or maximum time [88]. It is also possible to define a minimum or a maximum time (duration) for a pattern to hold without specifying the other bound [85]. Additionally, the time duration can be combined with an event-based scope to produce a hybrid scope. For example, an invariant pattern can be defined to hold after 10 time units (according to choice of time unit) until a specific event is observed [88].
D. Process Properties

In addition to the properties of invariance itself, it is useful to consider the properties of the process used to work with these invariants. The properties of the process in this section are described in terms of two main axes as noted in section III.A. These are the properties related to specification and evaluation of runtime invariance. The third step of measurement as described in section III.A is most closely related to the invariant information described in section III.C and thus not covered in this section.

1) Specification Properties

In addition to understanding how and where the runtime invariants are applied, it is also important to understand how runtime invariance can be expressed and where the information to describe a system in terms of this runtime invariance comes from. This helps to choose effective means both to specify the expected runtime invariance for a system, and to express it in suitable and effective terms for analysis. The axis presented in this section aims to support these goals. This provides a basis for specifying invariants using the detailed properties of runtime invariance presented in section III.C.

The different aspects related to the specification of runtime invariance are illustrated in Figure 7. The expression axis describes the different aspects relevant to how the invariants are expressed in specifications, including the expression language and the abstraction level of the expression. The specification source describes the different sources of information for the specification. The method of specification defines how the specification is created. These different properties can be observed to help answer questions such as "Where does the information to define runtime invariance come from?", "How is the runtime invariance defined and reasoned about?", and "How is runtime invariance expressed?".

Different types of methods can be used to obtain the information for specifying the invariants. One is to fully (automatically) reverse engineer these from observing program behaviour ([3,38,80]), commonly referred to as specification mining. The opposite of this is describing the invariants manually based on specifications or expert knowledge ([6,29,80]). Finally, a hybrid approach can be taken, where an initial specification is first generated with tools similar to the automated approach, and this reverse-engineered information is manually augmented with information from specifications and as feedback from continuously evaluating this preliminary model ([22,37,42,71]).

As noted above, the method of specification is closely related to the source of the information used for the specification. Natural language documents such as requirements specifications can be manually analysed to find a set of relevant invariants [22]. Expert knowledge about the system behaviour can also be used to specify runtime invariance at different abstraction levels, for example, specified by domain experts as describing high-level system behaviour [56], or as lower level invariant properties specified by developers with detailed knowledge about the implementation [29].

Source code and program execution are two sources of information most suited for automated analysis. Source code is a static artefact, but where available can also be used as an additional input for dynamic analysis such as providing interface definitions ([22,44,95]), or to provide additional information for assisting in dynamic analysis [26]. Program execution is observed in terms of dynamic analysis to capture how the observed system behaves in a given context such as a test case [2].

From the different sources of information, one needs to capture a set of invariants covering the relevant properties of dynamic behaviour in the software. Experiments have shown that combining both manual and automated sources of information gives the best results, where both provide useful invariants not identified by the other approach [96].

Expression needs to define the invariance using a suitable expression language, and at the chosen abstraction level. The abstraction level of the specification can be described as defining the overall execution of the system or focusing on specific parts of execution ([88,97]). This definition at different levels is also described in terms of different types of languages, such as automata for overall behaviour and assertion style specifications for specific properties ([37,98]). A relevant concept for definition of runtime invariance for a component is the hierarchical relations of the different components, where a subtype can be viewed to also inherit the invariant definitions of its supertype ([29,34]).

In terms of the abstraction level, different focuses for partitioning the modeling can be taken. For example, models can be classified at the implementation, design, and domain level [98]. This can be translated to the internal implementation of components (e.g., embedded checks for specific properties [27,29]), the external interfaces of components as subsystems ([35,50]), or the overall system (domain) behaviour ([8,61]). Different types of approaches can be taken that combine different viewpoints from these. For example, some approaches define small-scale state-machines for specific parts of execution ([60,62,99]), which are then combined to form larger wholes to be checked, with the expectation that the larger whole needs to be covered ([18,60,78,99]).
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A benefit of a small-scale specification can be seen in making it easier to produce a suitable formal specification for a specific property ([51,57]). Small (more specific) invariant definitions are seen as more suitable for specific low-level checks, but for system-level checks they can become too complicated and interleaved ([51,99]). In this sense, a different type of an approach such as specifying of larger-scale state-machines is seen as more appropriate ([51,99]). To reduce the complexity of managing specific checks some recommend defining fewer checks, and focusing on effective specifications that embed the important elements of behaviour ([27,51]). In this way, the larger specification can also be composed of several smaller ones [99].

For a higher-level specification a common model is different forms of a state-machine ([8,61,89,93]). Guards can be defined in terms of invariance over data values ([8,33]). Similarly, the possible transitions can be viewed as invariants in possible actions in a specific state ([8,61,89,93]). Many approaches in analyzing the state-machines are similar to how low-level invariants are combined to form state-machines. In this case, high-level state-machines are decomposed into smaller invariants for various analysis purposes, such as using expected transitions of chosen length as test oracles ([89,93]).

To support the different types of specification methods, the expression language needs to be both formal to allow for automated tools to effectively process them but also understandable to a human user in order to also support their manual review and analysis where needed. Domain specific languages (DSL) can be used to describe the invariants specifically for a chosen domain, such as in form of test oracles for web-applications ([6,56,98]). Other application domains include analysis support for refactoring [41], synchronization [81], determinism [57], general temporal properties [88], and test definitions in terms of runtime invariance [100]. Besides direct support, specific domains from more generic models can also be supported through model transformation (e.g., to monitoring code for runtime correctness [83]). Many of these languages are specifically designed to support modeling of the chosen set of properties for runtime invariance ([41,56,57,60,63,81,88,100]).

Besides these specific expression languages, also generic languages can be used. For example, the object constraint language from the unified modeling language can be used to express invariants ([101,102]), or live sequence charts to express invariance in event ordering [43]. Logical expressions can be used as a basis for defining invariance in themselves ([42,84,85]), or as part of the specific languages [41]. Regular expressions are generic expressions intended to express patterns over strings, and thus form a natural basis for expressing also patterns of runtime invariance. In this case, the event stream is expressed as a string of events, and regular expressions are used to express patterns over these events ([58,100]). Perhaps the most expressive means to define invariant properties is in terms of programming languages, which allows using their full expressiveness to define the invariance. This can take different forms, such as interleaving with the implementation code to be compiled with the program itself ([25,29]), writing them separately as a basis for a separate monitoring program [35], or as “model programs” for how parts are expected to behave allowing to execute the invariant definition separately with or with the implementation to perform different analysis and checks [50].

A common approach to support the definition of invariants is in using pattern templates. This is especially true in the specification mining approach, where a set of templates are defined and reflected against the actual observed behaviour to report observed invariants matching the template definitions ([3,14,58]). Templates are also used in manual specification ([41,103]). In both cases, the templates describe a predefined set of patterns, which are then parameterized according to the expected or observed runtime behaviour. The set of patterns of runtime invariance is described in the section III.C.2) of this paper.

As mentioned previously, an important aspect of specifying runtime invariance is that the specification should support both manual analysis and processing by automated tools in relation to the methods of working with these invariants. The languages described above are mainly focused on effective description from the automated processing perspective. One approach to address this is to produce specifications in a programming language when targeting developers in order to provide a familiar language to reason in [37]. Along with the different language transformations discussed before (in relation to [83]), it is also possible to provide transformations into natural language to support easier comprehension of the specifications (e.g., into structured English [85]). A related specification approach is also that of grammar-based specification, which aims to describe the invariance in terms of sentences of events [99].

Formal textual specification of complex behaviour has also been shown to be very hard for humans [103]. To address this, besides using textual languages and transformation between them, visual representations can also be seen as a more natural way of expressing invariance for humans ([56,103]). In this case, the transformation is done from the visual representation to a more machine processable form.

2) Evaluation Properties

In relation to this overall process flow described in section III.A, the overall process of runtime invariance evaluation is also related to the step of measurement and typically consists of three distinct steps: Collecting information (a set of events) from the runtime execution of the program, building a model of runtime invariance based on these observations, and comparing this model against the specified reference model of runtime invariance ([88,93,104]).

Specific aspects to consider in evaluating the runtime invariance include how extensive evaluation is done in terms of depth and frequency, the cost-effectiveness of these choices, and how the evaluation check is performed. Effective evaluation requires considering these different aspects together when building the evaluation for the case at hand. The axis presented in this section aims to support these
goals by providing an overview of the different properties related to evaluation of runtime invariance in existing works.

The evaluation properties are illustrated in Figure 8. This is described in terms of three main properties. The depth of evaluation defines how extensively evaluation is performed. Triggers are events or states that trigger the evaluation of a specific runtime invariant pattern. Finally an evaluation function needs to be defined to check each defined invariant property. These properties can be observed to help answer questions such as “How is runtime invariance evaluated?”. “How extensively is it evaluated?”, and “What is the impact of different properties of evaluation?”.
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The depth of evaluation defines how extensively evaluation is performed. One approach is to define a priority to each defined check and to choose when an evaluation is performed to evaluate only checks of a given priority or higher [27]. Different properties for different types of components can be evaluated at different levels, such as checking a library while in development thoroughly and after release, focusing in more detail how the clients interact with it [29]. The evaluation level can also be defined in terms of evaluated data, such as if input is given, if it is of correct type and if it meets the domain-specific checks defined for it [56]. The breadth of evaluation can also be defined in terms of which components are checked, such as checking only properties of the active component, all components in the scope, or all components accessible [105].

The check defines the evaluation function for each specified property of runtime invariance. Similar to the level of evaluation, it is also possible to define the severity level of deviations from expected invariance, such as informative, warning and error [56]. When a deviation is observed, the cause of deviation can be classified to one of three options: the original specification was lacking due to insufficient input, the observing a feature in a specific context or environment that was not previously considered, or that there is a real failure observed in the runtime behavior [67]. The checks can be classified to two main types: the property must never be violated, or the property must always hold [84]. Different approaches to reporting the status of violations can be taken, such as reporting only violations [58], reporting also passing checks with chosen filtering criteria [28], or reporting the status of all checks. The threshold for when a deviation from the specification is considered significant enough to be reported can also vary according to the properties of specified runtime invariance (as discussed in more detail in section III.C), such as reporting only violations for a property when a certain number (threshold) of violations for that property have been observed [58].

The evaluation trigger defines when the evaluation is performed. The cost effectiveness of evaluating invariants is related to the frequency and depth of their evaluation ([60,97]). Different options for frequency can be, for example, to check a single property for a single component or for all components after each event, to check all properties after each event, or to check all properties after larger execution points (e.g., test case [97]). Some trade-offs to consider include checking a single property not always revealing errors [97], performing checks often helping in finding “transient” errors that are no longer visible in later states [80], and the increased cost and power of fully performing all possible checks at all times [97]. One approach is to focus the checks on a specific set of chosen events and properties [56].

IV. EXAMPLES

This section illustrated mapping the taxonomy presented in the previous section to practical concepts in terms of two different types of runtime behaviour modelling approaches. The first one describes modelling specific aspects of runtime invariance in a distributed sensor data collection system. The behaviour of interest in this case is event-focused, where patterns over sequences of interactions are important and should be observed to hold and are observed while the system is operational (online). A second example is provided in terms of a data visualization application. In this case, the data-flow aspects are more important and the invariance is analysed separately from its operation (off-line).

The examples presented here are intended to illustrate how different properties of runtime invariance in software behaviour can be defined for different systems. From this, different approaches can be taken to build required support for different usage domains. The details for this support are left for specific works in those domains, while we illustrate a set of specific invariant properties for each.

A. Case 1: Sensor Data Collection

This case example describes a mapping of the taxonomy for describing the runtime behaviour of a system in terms of a model-based testing tool called OSMOTester [106]. The target system is a sensor-platform server-node that manages a set of sensor-nodes. This section uses as an example a single feature related to keeping track of the dynamic non-persistent runtime state of the node.

As one of the main properties of upholding this state, the server needs to keep track of all available sensor nodes that register to the system. The sensor’s registration is by sending a specific message. After this, the constant keep-alive messages need to be provided to uphold the registration. If one is not received for duration of 10 seconds from a registered sensor, it is removed from the list of connected sensors and a matching event is generated to inform any interested clients of the sensor platform.

Considering the process perspective of the taxonomy, this is mainly in the test automation usage domain. The tool we use applies a generic programming language (Java) to
model the behaviour so this sets the expression language. For abstraction level, our focus with this example is on a specific behavioural property, which could be extended in following iterations to include further properties separately or integrated into a subsystem model. The specification approach in this case is manual specification with the help of expert knowledge and documentation, although tools such as Daikon could be used to provide invariants over observed executions as input as well. From the evaluation perspective, in the case of test automation, we wish to evaluate all relevant aspects for the property under analysis, report only the deviations and their cause. These aspects define the process related properties for this example in relation to the taxonomy.

Considering the properties of invariance perspective, we can define as basic measurements the registration messages, keep-alive messages, the sender of the messages (the sensor node) and the time of receiving any message. Of these, the messages themselves are static information, whereas the timestamps and the sender are contextual information. As an example pattern of invariance, we can define an expectation as “Keep-alive observed continuously after registration with a minimum of 10s interval”. Several other patterns could also be formulated, including the timeout and first registration itself. These aspects define the invariant information related properties for this example in relation to the taxonomy.

B. Case 2: Data Visualization Tool

This second case example describes a mapping of the taxonomy for a tool used to help visualize and analyse behavioural data collected from the execution of a system. This section uses as example a single feature of observing historical data over time. This feature allows taking several different measurement values and comparing their evolution over time independently and in relation to each other using graphical visualizations.

Considering the usage domain and process perspectives, in this case, the analysed data is not captured and used in real-time but rather the tool is used to load data from a log file, making this practically an offline approach. The application domain is specifically behaviour analysis, and the applied representation language in this case is a visual language in terms of graphical representations. The abstraction level depends on which part of the system is described in the log file, but is typically the overall system behaviour. The trigger and depth of evaluation are in this case related to the information captured during the runtime logging step, and depends on how the system in instrumented. The evaluation checks are performed by the human user based on the visualizations and their manipulations.

Considering the properties of invariance perspective, the basic measurements include time and data values. The relevant patterns are mainly data-flow oriented due to analysing data value evolution over time. This includes value change as observed over time for a single variable, and value relations as observed across the different visualized values. As the visualization produces a separate graph for each value, each of these is a contextual slice and the scope of these graphs is always time-based. We can further define derived measures as statistical properties of the observed data and use those to define events that can be used to define further scopes for patterns and comparison.

V. DISCUSSION

The taxonomy and its classes presented above are based on the existing work in the literature. In this sense it limits itself to discuss properties only relevant to those in the chosen works. Additionally, it is possible to use and explore other possible relations. For example, many of the described control-flow patterns also apply to data flow patterns. For example, a value may be defined to precede another value (relating to the precedence control-flow pattern). Similarly, the set of data-flow patterns can be considered to apply in the context of control-flow. For example, the range of possible control-flow options following one control-flow event can be in a given range of possible defined control-flow events or states (related to value-range data-flow pattern).

It is also possible to take different viewpoints on the different properties discussed categorized in the taxonomy presented in this paper. For example, the taxonomy lists a set of time-based scopes, and a set of patterns related to the ordering of events. In other cases, for example, Konrad and Cheng define a set of patterns such as bounded response where a reply is expected in a given timeframe [85]. This is an example where a set of properties presented in the taxonomy in this paper are combined to form a specific set of patterns in a given domain. Specifically, the taxonomy presented in this paper aims to decompose these into their constituting parts that can be composed in different ways. While this is more generic and provides a basis for wider application, in practical application in different domains, it may be more suitable to specify a set of more specific patterns such as those defined in [85]. In this case the taxonomy can be used as an aid to create the set of suitable patterns.

Overall, the discussion in this paper is from the generic viewpoint of using runtime invariance. When a set of invariants are defined for a system, one important aspect to consider is how representative these are in describing the relevant properties of software behaviour. When defined manually by an expert, the invariants can be expected to describe relevant and important properties. However, even in these cases important invariants can be missing and in many cases no invariants are defined at all. In these cases, automated inference techniques can be used to assist in finding invariants. Both of these cases have been shown to be valid as also discussed in section III.D.1). Improving the means to help manually define invariants and to automatically mine for relevant ones thus is an interesting research question. Potential approaches to investigate include using a set of chosen invariants known to be interesting in the given domain, using combined information from static analysis, relying on statistical values to report the more interesting ones, and providing more advanced support for combining both the manual and automated approaches as also discussed in section III.D.1).
Discussion on the statistical properties of different patterns and measures highlight differences in the applied approaches. For example, in many cases the invariant patterns that have only low support level (i.e., there are few cases) are not reported. In the extraction phase, this can be useful in removing patterns observed merely due to chance that may be incorrect in themselves due to interleaving of concurrent behaviour, or completely irrelevant in the general context [3]. On the other hand, sometimes all observed behaviour is important regardless of their probability. This can be, for example, behaviour that is only rarely observed in the observed executions but is still equally important for the overall system behaviour (e.g., error handling or corner cases) [22].

Use of invariants in different domains as discussed here is not limited to those aspects discussed. In fact, many systems use invariants for various purposes but these are not always discussed in terms of invariance. For example, as discussed in section III.D, in test automation the test oracle practically always needs to be described in terms of invariance, where the input is expected to produce a given output (the relation of input to output should be invariant). In this sense, defining invariants as discussed here can be beneficial in a wider context of how people think about the behaviour of programs. However, presenting a meaningful language to describe the invariants and use them in different contexts, as well as furthering people’s understanding of their relation to different domains, can be required for adopting them as a concept more widely. Use of domain-specific languages and related tools is an option for this.

Understanding and using invariants generally requires specific considerations for specific usage purposes. For example, one may refactor code based on suggestion from invariant analysis [40] but this also needs to consider the part where the human user needs to read the code and understand it. If the refactoring reduces this understanding by hiding information, this refactoring may be more harmful for the overall software maintenance. Similar needs for understanding the invariants in general ought to be considered.

Application of different properties depends on the target domain as well as the process it is used to support. For example, in testing it may be more appropriate to report all results of invariant evaluation. On the other hand, in runtime (online) monitoring of an operational system it is more useful to optimize the evaluation approach to minimize the intrusiveness on the system.

The case examples presented in section IV are from actual applications of the taxonomy, where different people have applied the taxonomy with the help of the author. In these cases, the typical approach has been to start with some specific properties and progressing from those iteratively to include more functionality. Thus, an iterative approach of adoption from the taxonomy can be seen as a useful process for its application. However, more extensive case studies in software behaviour analysis and application of the taxonomy are left as a topic for future work.

These case examples also illustrate how the taxonomy could be used as a basis for building domain-specific languages to support analysing different topics of runtime invariance. For example, in modelling system behaviour in terms of runtime invariance for test automation as presented in the first case example, a domain-specific language could allow composing modelling components based on the different types of measurements, patterns and scopes into test models. Similarly, in the second case example, the properties could be used to provide more generic base for features to manipulate and visualize the measurement data in terms of derived measures and patterns. These studies are left as a topic for future works.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Today, runtime invariance is used in the context of many aspects of software design and analysis. The invariants for different systems are as different as their behaviour, but this paper has collected a set of common properties from existing works and presented a taxonomy describing these common properties. This should help give a more common understanding of runtime invariance in software behaviour and help in using invariants to describe it in different domains.

The presented taxonomy is based on six main facets, one describing the usage domains, two related to processes of using the invariants and three related to the information describing the invariants themselves. Overall the focus can be defined as describing the invariant information in the context of the process.

The main contribution of this paper is presenting the underpinning of a classification overview for understanding the space of runtime invariance. This provides a basis for more thorough reasoning about invariants, building tool support and identifying future research questions. Some specific questions identified include possibilities of providing more focused domain-specific invariants on top of the taxonomy and providing more extensive tool support for using the invariants according to the taxonomy presented, as existing tools only consider parts of it.
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